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Introduction to DSpace 



About the presenters 

 Mira Greene 
 Involve with UTMB institutional repository since 2009  
 TDL member since 2007 
  Co-chair, TDL User Services Group 

 

 Sarah Sutton 
 Manager of A&M-Corpus Christi repository since inception 

(Fall 2009) 
 TDL member since 2007 
 Co-chair, TDL User Services Group 



Morning Schedule 9 – 11:30 

 Introduction to DSpace and the TDL  
 Creating Communities, Collections 
 Submitting Items  
 Creating Users and Groups 



Afternoon 1:00– 4:00 

 Workflows 
 Adding and editing Metadata 
 Editing/Deleting Items 
 User permissions 
 Q & A 



TDL (Texas Digital Library) 

 2005—TDL formed by four Texas members of the 
Association of Research Libraries 
 UT Austin 
 Texas A&M 
 Texas Tech 
 University of Houston 

 Now includes 15 member institutions 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Texas Digital Library was founded in 2005 by four Texas members of the Association of Research Libraries: Texas A&M University, Texas Tech University, the University of Houston, and the University of Texas at Austin.Membership in the Texas Digital Library is available to any institution of higher education in the state of Texas. The TDL consists of 15 member organizations representing small and large colleges, universities, and academic medical centers from every region of Texas. Collectively, these institutions represent more than 25,000 faculty members and 250,000 students, including some 50,000 graduate and professional students.



TDL (Texas Digital Library) 

 Angelo State University 
 Baylor University 
 Texas A&M University 
 Texas A&M International University 
 Texas A&M University-Corpus Christi 
 Texas A&M University at Galveston 
 Texas A&M University-Kingsville 
 Texas A&M University at Qatar 
 Texas State University 
 Texas Tech University 
 University of Houston 
 The University of Texas at Austin 
 The University of Texas at Brownsville and Texas Southmost College 
 The University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center at Dallas 
 The University of Texas Medical Branch at Galveston 

http://www.angelo.edu/
http://www.baylor.edu/
http://www.tamu.edu/
http://www.tamiu.edu/
http://www.tamucc.edu/
http://www.tamug.edu/
http://www.tamuk.edu/
http://www.qatar.tamu.edu/
http://www.txstate.edu/
http://www.ttu.edu/
http://www.uh.edu/
http://www.utexas.edu/
http://www.utb.edu/Pages/default.aspx
http://www.utsouthwestern.edu/
http://www.utmb.edu/


TDL (Texas Digital Library) 

 The Texas Digital Library (TDL) is a consortium of 
higher education institutions in Texas that provides 
shared services in support of research and teaching. 
 

 The mission of the TDL is to draw from the 
combined resources of its members to provide cost-
effective, collaborative solutions to the challenges of 
digital storage, publication, and preservation of 
research, scholarship, and teaching materials. 



TDL (Texas Digital Library) 

 Institutional Services 
• Repositories 
• ETD Submission and Mgmt System (Vireo) 
• Preservation Network 

 Faculty Services 
• Directory 
• Blogs/ Sites 
• Wikis 
• Journals  
• Conference system 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With an Institutional Repository hosted by the TDL, your institution can collect, store, preserve, and disseminate digital content – including documents, audio files, images, and datasets – on secure TDL servers.TDL digital repositories use DSpace, an open-source repository software that allows users to adapt submission workflows to the needs of various user groups. Works within a TDL-hosted Institutional Repository are indexed by commercial search engines, such as Google, and OAI-PMH harvesters such as OAIster. Users can also access materials via RSS feeds and a repository’s own search feature.Vireo is part of the TDL’s ETD solution for Texas universities that addresses all steps of the ETD process, from submission to publication to preservation. Using DSpace Manakin’s capabilities for creating new workflow functionality, TDL developers created Vireo to handle the submission, management, and publication of ETDs. With Vireo, students submit their digital theses and dissertations via a simple online interface, while graduate offices can manage the ETD submission and approval process behind the scenes. Institutions can also use Vireo to publish the ETDs in their TDL Institutional Repositories and the TDL Statewide ETD Repository, where they are readily available to other researchers.The preservation of the digital assets stored in the Texas Digital Library is a fundamental concern to be addressed as part of all the TDL’s services. As part of this commitment to preservation, the TDL is designing a robust preservation network to provide long-term storage of digital information, geographically distributed storage nodes, and migration of supported formats to preserve the ability to access materials into the future.Faculty and staff at TDL member institutions can communicate their participation in the TDL community with a TDL Faculty Homepage. The homepages provide a resource for finding other TDL members, as well as for promoting the scholarly work and Web presence of TDL member faculty. Homepages in the Faculty Directory can include contact information, biographies and curricula vitae, and links to other Web sites, including blogs, wikis, and journals hosted by the Texas Digital Library.Faculty and research staff at TDL member institutions can become part of the conversation of the blogosphere with a TDL Scholarly Blog. The TDL blog service uses WordPress, an open-source blogging platform that is easy and intuitive to use. The TDL hosts and maintains the WordPress software, but individual users have administrative control over their own blogs – how they look and function, how comments are moderated, who is listed on blog rolls, and more. TDL Scholarly Blogs are available free of charge to faculty members at TDL member institutions. With TDL Scholarly Blogs, faculty members can:promote their own work and the reputations of their universities;become part of a community of Texas scholars that promotes the standing of scholarly institutions in Texas;gain access to the TDL’s rich set of services, including faculty member Web pages, Research Wikis, and peer-reviewed Electronic Journals;benefit from feedback on and discussion about their ideas, research findings, and writing;disseminate their work to a wide audience, including readers outside academia; andsupport their universities’ wider missions of teaching, research, and outreach.The Texas Digital Library offers scholars and researchers at TDL member institutions the opportunity to set up their own Research Wikis, hosted by the TDL, to share knowledge and collaborate in any of the myriad ways wikis allow. Because wikis use simplified hypertext markup language, very little technical know-how is required to create Web pages. As a result, members of your research or project group can easily read, create, and edit content. TDL Research Wikis use MediaWiki software, the same platform that the world’s best-known wiki – Wikipedia – is based on. MediaWiki is a powerful platform for creating wikis that does not require technical expertise in XHTML or Web design, and it stores previous versions of pages after edits have been made, so that you can avoid permanent damage to your site in case of vandalism or spamming.The Texas Digital Library staff hosts and maintains the MediaWiki software, while you have control over how your Research Wiki is set up and used. With TDL Research Wikis, you also can take advantage of other TDL faculty communication services, including Faculty Directory homepages, Scholarly Blogs, and peer-reviewed Electronic Journals.With TDL Electronic Journals, faculty members, libraries, and universities can produce refereed, open-access scholarly journals, ensuring the availability of important scholarship to researchers across the world. TDL Electronic Journals are powered by Open Journal Systems (OJS), an open-source journal management and publication software produced by the Public Knowledge Project.The Texas Digital Library makes conference organizing and management easier and more efficient with Online Conference Management tools that let you create a complete Web presence and handle the clerical and managerial tasks associated with running an academic conference. TDL Online Conference Management uses Open Conference Systems, an open-source Web publishing tool developed by the Public Knowledge Project, a research and development initiative that produces additional open-source tools for online publishing, including the TDL’s Electronic Journal software Open Journal Systems.

http://tdl.org/
http://www.tdl.org/etds/
http://wikis.tdl.org/tdl/Preservation_Network
http://www.tdl.org/directory/
http://www.tdl.org/blogs/
http://www.tdl.org/wikis/
http://www.tdl.org/journals/
http://www.tdl.org/conferences/


Introduction to DSpace  



What is DSpace? 

 An open source software package that provides the 
tools for management of digital assets. 
http://www.dspace.org 
 

 CAPTURES 
 DESCRIBES 
 DISTRIBUTES 
 PRESERVES 

 
 Coming soon: DSpace ver. 1.7.2 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Current version: 1.5.2 (August 2009)Late this summer, the Texas Digital Library production team began the process of upgrading  all TDL-hosted institutional repositories to DSpace 1.7.2, the latest version of DSpace.After completing the upgrade to the TDL federated repository, the team turned its attention to TDL member institutional repositories. Starting with the hosted repositories that contain the most assets, the team is working in batches to set up staging instances of member institutional repositories in DSpace 1.7.2 for testing.Currently, the TDL has set up “stage” repositories for UT Southwestern Medical Center, UT Brownsville, the University of Houston, and Texas A&M at Galveston. After repository managers at these institutions have thoroughly tested and are satisfied with the new version, each institution will be placed in a queue to go live with DSpace 1.7.2.Each staging repository contains a clone of the current production repository database, and the database will be re-synched once testing is complete and the new repositories go live.The TDL will continue communicating with repository managers as it sets up new staging versions of the repositories.In August, the team completed the upgrade of the TDL Repository, which contains the TDL’s Federated ETD Collection. The upgrade included all customizations to TDL repositories, such as theming and Shibboleth authentication integration.New features:Enhances statistical reporting: usage at the item, collection, and community levelEmbargo functionality: allows files to be embargoed, e.g. to be inaccessible, for specific periods of timeGoogle Scholar Metadata Mapping: maps metdata fields to citation fields in HTML which provides enhanced exposure of repository item metadata to the GS crawlerSupports enhanced curation tasks by (1) produces a table analyzing the file formats of all bitstreams in an item and (2) examines item metadata and determines whether fields that are marked as “required” are present.

http://www.dspace.org/
https://wikis.tdl.org/tdl/DSpace_1.7.2_New_Features


Examples 

 http://repositories.lib.utexas.edu/ 
 http://repository.tamu.edu/ 
 http://repositories.tdl.org/utb 
 http://repositories.tdl.org/tamucc/ 
 http://repositories.tdl.org/utmb/ 
 http://repository.tamu.edu/ 
 http://wtda.alc.org/ 
 Notice breadcrumbs and right-hand menu 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
UT & TAMU: examples of locally hosted repository where they’ve put a lot of work into design. Browse communities (TAMU Libraries), image collection: Wheelan Collection of Mexican Revolutionary PhotographsTAMU-CC, UTB, UTMB: examples of repositories hosted on TDL servers, less work on design but still fully functional

http://repositories.lib.utexas.edu/
http://repository.tamu.edu/
http://repositories.tdl.org/utb
http://repositories.tdl.org/tamucc/
http://repositories.tdl.org/utmb/
http://repository.tamu.edu/
http://wtda.alc.org/


CAPTURES… 

 Digital material in any format 
 If desired, directly from creators (faculty, etc.) 



DESCRIBES… 

 Metadata 
 Descriptive 
 Technical 
 Rights 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Go back to UT Austin



DISTRIBUTES… 

 Via WWW, with necessary access control 
 http://repository.tamu.edu/ 
 Persistent identifiers “handles” 

 

http://repository.tamu.edu/


Handles 

 Persistent Identifier—globally unique—attached to 
objects 
 Communities 
 Collections  
 Items 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why not bundles and bitstreams? Those may change over time, so this allows access with future technologies and devices. Who controls handles? CNRI. http://www.handle.net/ for more info. What is the difference between a handle and a URL or web address? Basic: 1) A handle isn’t tied to location, and it isn’t tied to ownership. 



PRESERVES… 

 Bitstream guaranteed 



Who is using DSpace? 

 Over 400 registered institutions worldwide 
 List of United States users available online 

 More than 1 million digital assets; largest sites 
contain several hundred thousand items 

 Primarily research/higher education institutions 
 Cultural heritage organizations, state 

libraries/archives 
 Some commercial users and service providers 
 Active development community 

 
 

http://www.dspace.org/whos-using-dspace/Repository-List.html


DSpace—Then and Now 

 2002—came out of a partnership between developers 
at Hewlett-Packard and MIT 

 2007—DSpace Foundation (non-profit organization) 
formed 

 2009—Announcement of DuraSpace 
 A merger of Fedora Commons and DSpace Foundation 
 The two flagship repository platforms will be sustained 
 Will offer new technologies and services responding to the 

dynamic environment of the Web and to new requirements 
from existing and future users 

http://duraspace.org/index.php


Communities & Collections 



Communities & Collections 

 Communities 
 Can contain sub-communities OR collections 

 Collections 
 Can contain items 

 Items 
 Contains metadata and bitstreams (files) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Show UT, TAMU, and NYU, UTSW



DSpace Data Model 

Community 

Collection 

Item 

Metadata Bitstream License 



DSpace Data Model 

Community 

Collection 

Item 

Metatadata Bitsteam License 

Collection 

Item 

Bitstream Metadata Licences 

Community 

Collection 

Item 

Metadata Bitstream License 

Collection 

Item 

Bitstream Metadata Licenses 



DSpace Data Model 

Community 

Community 

Collection 

Community 

Collection Collection 



DSpace Data Model 

Collections 

Community 

Community 
College of 
Arts and 
Sciences 

Graduate 
School 

ETDs Conference 
papers 

Faculty 

Conference 
Papers 



Communities & Collections 

Steps to creating communities: 
1. Log in 
2. Click Communities & Collections (under Browse) 
3. Click on Create Community (under Context) 
4. Give the community a name and add a short 

description and introductory text (optional) 
5. Upload a logo file (optional) 
6. Click Create to finish 



Communities & Collections 

Steps to creating collections: 
1. Log in 
2. Click Communities & Collections (under Browse) 
3. Choose the community in which you wish to create 

a collection 
4. Click on Create Collection (under Context) 
5. Give the collection a name and add a short 

description and introductory text (optional) 
6. Upload a logo file (optional) 
7. Click Create to finish 



Communities & Collections 

 
 
To create a sub-community, navigate to the 
community in which the sub-community will exist and 
then follow the same steps for creating a community. 



Hands on: Create Community & Collection 



Create and Submit an Item 

  



DSpace Data Model 

Community 

Collection 

Item 

Metatadata Bitsteam License 

Collection 

Item 

Bitstream Metadata Licences 

Community 

Collection 

Item 

Metadata Bitstream License 

Collection 

Item 

Bitstream Metadata Licences 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Item…PDF, sound file, metadata, license…an item sounds singular, but as you can see here, it is composed of many parts.



DSpace Data Model 

Item 

Metadata Bitstream License 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Item…PDF, sound file, metadata, license…an item sounds singular, but as you can see here, it is composed of many parts.Each part is easily created during the submission process.



Create and Submit an Item 

Steps to submitting an item: 
1. Log in 
2. Choose the community/collection you wish to 

submit to 
3. Select “Submit a new item” 
4. Describe the item (metadata) 
5. Browse for and upload the file (bistream(s)) 
6. Make corrections if necessary 
7. Grant the license 
 



Hands on: Create and Submit an Item 

  



Users & Groups 



Users and Groups 

 Users 
 Individuals that have a role in the system 

 Groups 
 Groups of users that share roles 

 
 

 



Special Groups 

 “Administrator” 
 Group of system administrators 

 “Anonymous” 
 Anyone 

 
 

 



Create Users and Groups 

Steps to create users: 
1. Select “People” (under Administrative – Access 

Control) 
2. Click “Create a new e-person” 
3. Add the new person’s name and contact 

information 
4. Click “Create E-person”  
 



Create Users and Groups 

Steps to create groups 
1. Choose “Groups” (under Administration – Access 

Controls) 
2. Select “Create a new Group” 
3. Give the group a name 
4. Use “Search members” to add e-people the new 

group 
5. Click “Add” next to the e-people you want to add to 

the group 
6. Click “Save” 
 



Hands on: Create a Group and add members 



Workflow  

  



Workflow Steps 

 No Workflow Steps 
 Item is made available upon submission 

 Workflow Step 1 (Accept/Reject) 
 Can accept or reject a submission 

 Workflow Step 2 (Accept/Reject/Edit Metadata) 
 Can accept or reject a submission and edit metadata 

 Workflow Step 3 (Edit Metadata) 
 Can edit metadata before making item available 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Workflow may have anywhere from 0 to 3 steps, which you choose will depend on who is submitting (level of knowledge & expertise with metadata). Workflows are assigned by collection (not by community), e.g. at the collection level rather than the community or sub-community level.



Workflow Steps 



Authorizations 

 

 Bitstream 
 READ –can open the file 
 WRITE –can alter the file 

 Item 
 READ –can view the item 
 WRITE –can modify the item 
 ADD/REMOVE –can add or remove bitstreams 

 Collection 
 ADD/REMOVE –can add or remove items from the collection 
 DEFAULT_ITEM_READ –new items receive this READ attribute 
 DEFAULT_BITSTREAM-READ –new bitstreams receive this READ authorization 
 COLLECTION_ADMIN –can edit or withdraw items, or map items into the collection 

 Community 
 ADD/REMOVE –can add or remove collections from the community 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The people to whom you assign parts of your workflow will also need to be assigned permissions to conduct their workflow activities (more on assigning users later)



Workflow for Collections 

Steps to create a workflow: 
1. Select the community and collection you wish to 

edit 
2. In the Context box, select Edit Collection 
3. Edit the collection metadata (Edit Metadata tab) 
4. Choose the Assign Roles tab 
5. Assign e-people and/or groups to the roles that are 

relevant to the collection and the workflow you 
have selected 
 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Assuming all of the permissions have been assigned, these are the basic steps for creating your workflow in DSpace



Hands-on: Workflow for Collections 



Metadata Registries and Templates 



Metadata 

 Descriptive Metadata 
 Qualified Dublin Core 
 Limited expansion to other formats 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Metadata can be entered by end-users as they submit content, or derived from other metadata as part of an ingest process. A software module, or “crosswalk” can be used to translate between formats. (From MODS format to metadata fields on a DSpace item, for example)



Metadata 

 Submission Forms 
 Customizable in configuration files 

 Editing Metadata 
 Can be done after submitting 

 Adding Metadata 
 Can be done after submitting 

 Metadata Registry 
 Creates new metadata field names 

 Item Template 
 Default values 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Item template is accessible from Context—Edit Collection—Item Template down at the bottom.



Editing/Deleting 



Removing Items: Withdraw vs. Delete 

 Withdraw 
 Removes item from view 
 Does not show up in search results 
 Recoverable 

 Permanently Delete (“Expunge”) 
 Unrecoverable 
 Handle is not reused 
 Can only be done by a repository administrator 

 



Removing and Deleting Items 

Steps for removing and deleting items: 
1. Navigate to the item you wish to remove/delete 
2. In the Context box, choose “Edit this item” 
3. Choose “Withdraw” to withdraw the item from the 

repository OR choose “Permanently Delete” to 
expunge the item from the repository permanently 



Hands-on: Removing and Deleting Items 



Users and Permissions 



Refresher On Users and Groups 

 Users 
 Individuals that have a role in the system 

 Groups 
 Groups of users that share roles 

 
 

 



Special Groups 

 “Administrator” 
 Group of system administrators 

 “Anonymous” 
 Anyone 

 
 

 



Authorizations 

 

 Bitstream 
 READ –can open the file 
 WRITE –can alter the file 

 Item 
 READ –can view the item 
 WRITE –can modify the item 
 ADD/REMOVE –can add or remove bitstreams 

 Collection 
 ADD/REMOVE –can add or remove items from the collection 
 DEFAULT_ITEM_READ –new items receive this READ attribute 
 DEFAULT_BITSTREAM-READ –new bitstreams receive this READ authorization 
 COLLECTION_ADMIN –can edit or withdraw items, or map items into the collection 

 Community 
 ADD/REMOVE –can add or remove collections from the community 



Authorizations 

Steps for adding authorizations/policies to a community: 
1. Click on “Authorizations” (under Administrative – 

Access Control) 
2. Click on the Community whose policy you wish to 

create/modify 
3. Choose either “Add a new policy” or “Edit” to modify an 

existing group policy 
4. Choose the action (permission) you want to give the 

group 
5. Choose the group to whom the action is being given 
6. Choose “Save” 



Authorizations 

Steps for adding authorizations/policies to a 
collection: 
1. Choose the collection 
2. Choose “Edit Collection” (under Context) 
3. Choose the “Assign Roles” tab 
4. Choose the e-people or group to whom the role is 

assigned 
5. Choose “Save” 



Hands-on: Restricting Access 



 
 
 

QUESTIONS? 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Introduction to DSpace 



Resources—DSpace (TDL) 

 TDL/DSpace  http://www.tdl.org/repositories/ 
 DSpace Doc  http://wikis.tdl.org/tdl/Repositories 
 TDL  Groups  http://www.tdl.org/members/groups/ 
 TDL email  info@tdl.org  (to join the TDL mailing list) 
 TDL support  support@tdl.org  
 Texas ETD Assc. http://txetda.wordpress.com/ 
 TDL User Services tdl_services_ug@utlists.utexas.edu  
     Group  (email Ryan Steans, rsteans@austin.utexas.edu ,  
   to be added to the list) 

http://www.tdl.org/repositories/
http://wikis.tdl.org/tdl/Repositories
http://www.tdl.org/members/groups/
mailto:info@tdl.org
mailto:support@tdl.org
http://txetda.wordpress.com/
mailto:tdl_services_ug@utlists.utexas.edu
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